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The Sacatar Meadm WSA is laated in eastern Ware County and a small 
portion of Inyo County. The W!3A m i e s  the western edge of the Sierra 
Crest, appmximately 45 miles m r U m e d  of Ridgecrest. The WSA includes 
17,460 acres of BLM lands, and 1 private inholding totaling 152 acres (see 
Map 1 and Table 1). 

T h e W S A i s b o u n d e d o n t h e s a u t h ~ ~ b y ~ M e a d a w s R o a d a n d p r i M t e  
lands in the W e  an3 Big P h  ME&WS, on the north by the Sequoia 
National Forest, and an the east by Little Lake Canyon WSA (CDCA-157), which 
has been reammaded suitable for wilderness. 

The WSA consists of the western slapes and the lateral ridges extending west 
frcnn the Sierra Nevada Crest. The rodky ridges rise sharply f m  Sacatar 

I , and S d e  Mead- to elevations aver 8,000 feet. The vegetative cover is 
I primarily pinyon pine with western juniper scattered throughout. Higher 

elevations of the WSA supprt mall isolated stads of pond- pine and red 
fir. Meadows at lawer elmticms within the WSA are being invaded by big 
sagebrush species. The WSA contains an ecotone formed by the convergence of 
desert and Sierran vegetative cmmnities. The WSA cantains one known 

1 population, as well as potential habitat, for Phacelia nwdllensis, an 
annual plant which is identified as a candidate species by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) . The known population exists above the upper 
reaches of Nine Mile canyon at appmxhately the 6,800-foot elevation. The 
potential habitat is located in the southern gortion of the WSA at the 
higher elevations on the south-facing slopes. 

The WSA lies within the Monache-Walker Pass National Cooperative Land and 
Wildlife Management Area ( N m )  established on January 26, 1962 by Public 
Land Order No. 2594. The NCLWA was established to promote cooperative 
manag-t of wildlife resmmes between the California Department of Fish 
and Game (CDFM;) and ELM. WE a m  is w e d  to ensure the mule deer 
habitat within the area rains in F- ownership. A portion of a 
migration corridor used by the Mbmcbe deer herd passes through the northern 
and western appendages of the WSA. 

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act (m). Suitability mcammdatians were analyzed in the 
Draft and Final Ehvirorrmental I q a c t  Sta-t (EIS) for the Benton-Owens 
Valley/Bodie Colesrille Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness 
values was included in the Final EIS. Three different suitability 
recmmndations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness, partial wilderness 
recammending 61% of ttPe area as suitable, and no wilderness. 



2. -ON AND FATIoN?CE - 
for wilderness 

6,739 B I M a c r e s ~ e d  
for nonwilderness 

Sixty-one percent partial wild- is the recammendation for this WsA; 
6,739 acres in this WSA are released for uses other than wilderness. This 
recammendation is in accozdaxe with the South S i m  Foothills MaMgement 
Fkamework Plan/South Sierra Foothills Grazing Management EIS dated 1983. The 
all-wildamess alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred 
alternative as it would result in the least change from the natural 
enviromt over the long term. The 61% partial-wilderness alternative will 
be implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to avoid or 
minimize environmental impacts. 

Partial wilderness is the -tion for this WSA based on the following 
rationale: to provide a wilderness experience through designation of areas 
with moderate to high wilderness values with few significant competing 
resource conflicts, to allow livestock grazing and wildlife improvement 
projects while maintaining wilderness values, to improve consistency of 
managemnt with the adjacent California Desert District (CDD) suitable 
wilderness recommendation, to give long-term protection to wildlife habitat 
and one candidate plant species, and to provide same wilderness opportunities 
for users seeking more solitude than is currently available in the highly 
used Sierran Wilderness Areas and those displaced thmugh quota systems. 
When considered in conjunction with the bordering Little Lake Canyon WSA 
reamunmded suitable for wilderness, the wilderness dmracteristics for the 
area are  outs^. The deletion of two parcels on the western edge of the 
WSA f m  the area recamended for wilderness would reduce manageability 
problerns and resource conflicts. 

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of the 
wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting incr- 
in naturalness and apportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined 
recreation when considered in conjumtion with the bordering Little Lake 
Canyon WSA. None of the existing uses or the projected management actions 
anticipated for the WSA would result in any irreversible or irretrievable 
cxmunitment of resources. Mineral potential of the area is low. The primary 
uses cccurrhg within the WSA are livestock grazing and motorized 
recreational vehicle use. 

The majority of the unit is remmerded as suitable for wilderness. Boundaq 
adjustments in the western portion of the WSA, south of Sacatar Canyon, 
provide same enhanmt of manageability in the unit by eliminating the 
private land in section 2, T. 23 S., R. 36 E., MIIM., portions of the narrow, 
isolated WSA lands at the western end of the unit, and three miles of 
primitive vehicle routes. By adjusting the western boundary to the 
ridgeline, manageability is enham=ed both through easier identification of 
the lmurdxy and the elimination of outside influemxs beyond the ridgeline 
( i . e . , Kennedy Mead- Road and other roads and developments around Kenndy 
Meadows and in the intervening private lands). The reminder of the western 
boundary folluws less identifiable section lines. Since the unit passesses 



wilde~ness character only in association with the adjacent CDD wilderness 
proposal, the suitable recammendation is contingent upon wilderness 
designation of the adjacent lands. 

The area -ed for wild- is located in an ecotone formed by the 
convergence of desert and Sierran vegetative carmmurities. Special features 
include one lawwn population, as well as potential habitat, for Phaaelia 
ll~~enmillensis, an annual plant which is a canitidate species. A migration 
mute for the Monache deer herd crosses thmugh the northem and western 
portions of the WSA. No activities are present or projected within the areas 
that these special features occupy; they would not be aff- by the low 
level of existing uses or proposed management actions. 

Within the 10,721 acres of the WSA reammded for wilderness, closure of ten 
miles of primitive vehicle mutes and elimination of 300 visitor days of 
motorized recreation use would have a slight positive benefit on naturalness, 
solitude, and opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation. Natural 
revegetation in this area would occur slowly arer time. Construction of two 
spring developments for wildlife and livestock use would result in 
negligible lo& impacts to naturalness. Surface disturbance for each 
project would be 25 square feet with the perception of naturalness impaired 
over an area of less than one acre each. 

This area lies within the ethnographic territory of the Tubatulabal Indian 
Tribe. The eastern periphery of the WSA was also utilized by the Panamint 
Shoshone. No current use of the area by Native Americans is known. The 
primary prehistoric use is projected to have been pinyon nut collecting. 
Additionally, a major trade route crosses the WSA fran Sacatar Canyon over 
the crest of the Sierra Nevada to Little Lake Canyon east of the WSA. 
Cultural sensitivity for the unit ranges fran moderate to high. 

Same imprints of man's activity are apparent but are not dominant. Vehicle 
ways lead into the WSA f m  the south and west. Sacatar Trail (T. 22 S., R. 
37 E., MCkl) completely crosses the WSA, continuing into the Little Lake 
Canyon WSA. Most trails are faint; they are mostly used for hunter access. 
Approximately 14 miles of vehicle ways are within the WSA area. Most 
serious impairments to the solitude and primitive and unconfined meation 
values of the WSA are the private land fingers extending into the unit. 
Also, due to the unit's long, narrow character, outstanding opportunities 
exist only when considered with the adjoining Little Lake Canyon WSA. 

The non-suitable portion of the WSA (6,891 acres west of D e e r  Spring) will 
continue to be managed for uses other than wilderness. 







TABIE 1 - Lard Status and Acreage Sumnrary of the Study Area 

Within Wildexmess Area Acres 
ELM (surface and subsurface) 17,460 
split B t e  (RIM surface only) 

Inholdings 
state 
Private 

Total 

Within the F&mmmded Wilderness Stuchr Fhmdary 
BLM (within WSA) 
BLM (crutside WSA) 
split Estate (within WSA) 
Split Estate (outside WSA) 

Total EKM Land Recamm3ed for Wilderness 

Inholdings 
state 
Private 

Within the Area Not -ed for Wilderness 
BLM (surface and subsurface) 
Split Estate (BTM surface only) 

Total BLM Land Not R e c a m m d e d  for Wilderness 

Acres 
10,721 

0 
0 
0 

Acres 
6,739 

0 

CXWENA CXlNSIDERED IN DEXELDPING ?HE WILDERNESS RE-ONS 

A. Wilderness Characteristics 

1. Naturalness: The Sacatar Meadclws WSA generally appears to have 
been affected by the forces of nature with human influences only 
apparent in the valley floors and along the hundaries of private 
lands. These include 14 miles of unobtrusive primitive vehicle 
mutes and two spring developnmts for livestock use. Outside the 
WSA to the northwest, a residential subdivision extends like 
fingers adjacent to the WSA, greatly affecting the nahrahess  of 
the area. 

The vegetative wver is primarily pinyon pine with w e s t e r n  juniper 
scattered throughout. Higher elevations of the WSA -rt small 
isolated stands of pond- pine and red fir. Meadows within the 
unit are being invaded by big sagebrush species. The WSA contains 
an ecotone formed by the convergence of desert and Sierran 
vegetative communities. 



Several springs have been identified in this area, including Eeer 
Spring which wr ts  four acres of riparian meadw vegetation. 
The springs provide access to water that can be treated for 
drinking and are cool and moist environments for recreation. 
Intermi- stream in the area pravide important riparian habitat 
for wildlife, and are aesthetically attractive environments. 

Solitude: The irregular configuration, narmw shape, and the 
penetrating nature of the private land pattern greatly limit 
wrtunities for solitude. The e x p d h g  residential developmerrt 
and private land demands in the KenneZty Meadam area along the 
northwest bamdaq are apparent fruin the WSA1s ridgelines and 
influence the opportunities for solitude. H w e v e r ,  when considered 
with the adjoining Little Lake Canyon WSA -ed suitable for 
wilderness, the additional size and physiographic diversity 
enhance the limited oppxhdties to < x z t s h r d i q  levels. 

'Ihis WSA is periodically averflown by military aircraft as part of 
the national defense mission taking place in approved military 
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and 
associated noise c-r&ze periodic tenprary effects on solitude 
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense 
preparedms of the nation. 

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: As with solitude, the 
irregular configuration and mrmw shape hamper opportunities for 
primitive and unconfined recreation within the WSA. When 
considered in conjunction with the Little Lake Canyon WSA, the many 
deep canyons contribute to primitive and unconfined opportunities. 

The Sacatar Mead- WSA, in conjunction with the adjoining Little 
Lake Carryon WSA, offers outstadng opportunities for hiking, 
hunting, rcckhounding, and primitive camping. 

4. W i a l  features: The WSA contains one laxrwn ppulation as well as 
potential habitat for Phacelia lxnrdllensis, an annual plant 
w h i c h  is a candidate species listed by the USFWS. A migration 
mute for the Monache deer herd also crosses thmugh the northern 
and western portions of the WSA. 

B. DiversitV in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) 

1. Assessins the diversity of natural svstems and features as revresented 
bv e c o s v s ~ :  'Ihis WSA contains 17,460 acres of the Sierran 
Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Wwdland emsystem. Wilderness designation of 
thisWSAwouldaddanewecosystemtotheNWPS. The Sierran Forest 
province - Juniper-Pinyon Woodland conmnmity is not currently 
represented in the NWPS. 



TABZ~E 2 - Ecosystem Representation 

Bailey-Kuchler 
Classification NWPSAreas Other BLM Studies 
Domain/Prwince/FW areas acres areas acres 

Si- Forest/ 0 0 5 37,540 
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 

Sierran Forest/ 0 0 5 37,540 
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 

2. E x w m l h  the omortunities for solitude or wrimitive recreation 
within a day's drivh time (five hours) of major uouulation centers: 
The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ten major poplation centers. 
Table 3 summarizes the mnber and acreage of designated areas and 
other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive of the m a t i o n  
OenterS. 

Table 3 - Wilderness opportunities for Residents of Major Fbpulation Centers 

Fbpulation N W P S a r e a s  Other BLM Studies 
Centers areas acres areas acres 

California 

Anaheim-Santa AM 
Bakersfield 
Fresno 
ICS Angeles-Long Beach 
Merced 
Modesto 
Oxnard-ventura 
Riverside-San Besnardino 
Santa Ewbara-Santa Maria- 

-To'= 
visalia-are-Forterville 

3. Balam=h the s m p h i c  distribution of wilderness areas: The 
WSA is within 50 air miles of five BIM WSAs for 
wilderness designation: Rockhause (CA-010-029), Little Iake 
Canyon (CDCA-157), Owens Feak (CDCA-158), El Paso Mountains 
(CDCA-164), and Golden Valley (CDCA-170). Four miles to the west 



of the WSA is the Domeland Wilderness Area and five miles to the 
northwest lies the South Sierra Wilderness Area. Both of these 
units are managed by the Sequoia National Forest. 

The area mcmmen3ed is manageable as wilderness. No major conflicting 
uses occur within this area. There have been no conflicts over water 
rights for the area's streams and springs, and none are anticipated in 
the future. The s p r w  are protected as Public Water F&serve 107 Is 
and have been notified to the State of California, Division of Water 
Rights. The streams form the headwaters of their watersheds and have 
not been diverted within the WSA. With the boundary adjustments 
mcmmmded, resaurce conflicts would be reduced to a mimimum, thus 
allowing for the effective management of this area as wilderness. 
Bhmgem~t is additionally enbam=ed by the adjacent suitable 
recoanmendation for Little Lake Canyon WSA to the east. 

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the 
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well 
as the wilderness resource. 

D. Enersv and Minerdl Resource Values 

S u m n ~ ~  of information laxlwn at the time of the preliminmy 
suitability remmemhtion: The Sacatar W d m s  WSA is in the BLM 
Sacatar -dm Geology-~-Mheral (G-E-M) l&sauxe Area. 
T h i s  report was prepared for BLM by Great Basin G-E-M Joint 
Venture in 1983. The mineral resaurces in the Affect& 
Ehvironmat section of the Wilderness Remmwdations Benton+wens 
Valley, Bodie-Coleville Study Areas, Environmental Impact 
Sta-t (EIS) in 1987 was taken primarily fmm the G-E-M report. 
Additional minerals information used in the EIS was obtained f m  
the U.S. Wlreau of (BOM) Mineral Lands Assessment Open File 
Report, MLA-53-85. This report was published in 1985 and is 
titled 5Yheml Resmmes of the Sacatar Meadms South Wilderness 
Study Area, Ware and Inyo Counties, Californiat1. The EIS 
indicates the majority of the WSA has a low potential for mineral -. In the southerly portion of the WSA, a moderate 
potential for uranium was mentioned. In addition, the EIS states 
the patentid for ccsranon varieties of salable minerals is low ardi 
that there is no potential for oil, gas or geothermal mmumes. 

The WSA is primarily ccanposed of granitic rocks of the Cretaceous 
Age Isabella Grandiorite Formation. The intrusion of this 
fonnation into the Kennrille Series (phyllites, quartzite, marble, 
slate and metavolcanics) believed to be Wmo Carbonifemus in 
age, resulted in a number of zones of contact metamorphism. These 
zones oacurred where isolated roof W t s  were intruded by 
calcareaus igneous rock bodies and are indicative of tungsten 
ocau~ence. Although this geologic enviromt is recognized, the 
DE-M report states the potential for tungsten is low within the 



WSA. T h e  EIS states that there is a moderate potential for 
uranium arrd that there are two types of ocammce. The first is 
in isolated pegmatites intruded into the Isabella Fonnation where 
it is fcnmd in association with magnetite, ihmite and 
molybaenite. Uranium - wem also identified in stream 
sedimerrt sample information (Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, 
1981, Wydrugeochemical and stream sediment reconnaissance basic 
data for Bakersfield QuadmngleI1 U.S. Department En=qy Report 
GJBX-419(81)). When the information was field-checked by EX84 in 
1985, altered shear zones wem shuwn to be the probable source of 
the uranium. 

Although there are twr, knuwn uanium deposits in the immediate 
vicinity, only one is believed to be within the kmndaries of the 
WSA. The location of the other deposit is -in. Although no 
production date is available, records show that limited pmduction 
has occxuTed. BIM records in 1984 shmed that no mining claim, 
mineral  leases or m i n e r a l  material sales contracts/permits 
existed. 

2. S u m ~ w  of sicmificant new mineral resource data collected since 
the suitabilitv recammendation, which should be considered in the 
final nxmwdation: New information obtained from a joint 
USGS/BQM publication titled lWheml Mineral of the Sacatar 
Meadcws Wilderness Study Areas, M a r e  and Inyo Counties, 
California, 198811 (USGS Wllletin 1705-D) w r t s  the EIS 
conclusions that there is a law potential for metallic mineral 
resources. 'Ihis information has resulted in a -t of the 
potential for uranium. The uranium potential has been 
reclassified as law a c c o ~  to the BLM classification -erne. 
This is based on evideme supporting the rationale that any 
uranium resaurr=es that exist in the WSA are isolated and suggest 
insufficient continuity of resources to justify moderate 
potential classification. 

The lack of mineral interest is indicated by the fact that no 
mines, mining claims. or m i m m l  leases wese recorded on BIM1 s 
mining claim record index dated March 25, 1988. Since all mineral 
values for this WSA are considered to be law, no mineral  potential 
map was prepared for this WSA. 

E. Immcts on Resources 

The follawing table fllmtuarizes the effects on pertinent resauroes for 
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of 
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this 
summary, refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Colwille Study Areas - 
Wilderness Final Environmental Impact Statement. ) 





F. Local Social and Economic Considerations 

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final 
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will ocr=ur in this 
doam2nt. 

G. Summarv of WSA - EXecific Public Comments 
Several cummerits were received during the wilderness hentory phase. 
These cummerits addressed potential mineral and utility site values in 
the unit. T b  comments also address& the existem=e of roads and 
hydmelectric generation plant sites within the WSA. A concern was 
further expmssed regarding the unit's pmximity to the outside 
influences of Highway 395. 

IXlring the study phase, a public meeting was held in Eihrkleeville, 
California on October 26, 1983; no menbers of the pslblic attended the 
session. A public hearing was held the follawing day, octchr 27, 
1983, in Bishop, California, in a split afternoon/wening session. 
lbkty-one individuals attended, and fourteen testified. 

One comment noted that the portion reammded suitable for wilderness 
does not contain a road and, thus, questioned how people would get into 
the area. The individual mentioned that the Deer Springs Road in the 
suitable area is not considered a road because of its deteriorating and 
poor condition; at the ridgeline it becames unusable. Access to and 
araund the area is available via the Nine Mile Canyon Road, hmever. 
One other individual stated that since -zing is established in the 
mcammded suitable area, it wculd be all& to continue in the 
future. 



Ihe Inyo Caunty Board of Supervisors expressed opposition to the BLM 
wilderness recoanmendation due to its inconsistency with the adopt& 
conservation and open space elements of the Inyo County General Plan. 
Only the no-wilderness alternative would be q t i b l e  with current 
Inyo Caunty management plans. The Board also felt they were not 
adequately consulted in the BIM wilderness planning pmcess for WSAs in 
InYo Caunty. 

No Federal or State agency mments were received specific to this WSA. 
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